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Problem Definition and Contribution
Goal: Establish discriminative features from facial landmarks in an end-to-
end manner by considering the relativity and trajectory of the landmarks to
recognize spontaneous smiles.

Motivations:
• Smile veracity classification is more challenging because of the difficulty

of capturing and interpreting micro-facial movements in spatial and time
dimensions.

• Previous work of smile veracity classification uses redundant facial features
from video frames as inputs, as well as poor inductive bias and manual
feature engineering which results in lower recognition performance.

• Such research aims to improve human-computer interaction and affect de-
tection by allowing computers/robots to perceive users’ emotional states.

Key Contributions:
• We propose a MeshSmileNet framework for classifying spontaneous and

posed smiles based on facial landmarks.
• We explore the concepts, relativity and trajectory, of learning end-to-end

landmark features for smile classification task.
• We perform detailed ablation studies, compare our methods with strong

baselines and state-of-the-art results on four well-known smile datasets.

Problem Formulation
Assumption:
• Given a video X = [xn | n ∈ 1 . . . N ], where xt and N are tth frame and

video length, respectively, we aim to identify if X is a spontaneous (y = 0)
or posed (y = 1) smile.

• Here, y is the true label. From each frame, xn ∈ X , we extract 3D facial
landmarks, an ∈ R3×L, where L is the total number of landmarks. Sup-
pose, A = [an | n ∈ 1 . . . N ] denotes the landmark representation of a
smile video. Our goal is to train a model F(·) that maps A to y.

Main Idea:
• First, we extract L number of facial landmarks (an) from each frame (xn)

of a video using Attention Mesh. Then, all extracted landmarks are fed into
our proposed network, F(·).

• At inference, after extracting landmarks locations representing a video, A∗,
we perform a forward pass for prediction, ŷ, i.e., ŷ = F(A∗).

Method
Network Architecture: Our method composes of three main components,
namely (1) Relativity network, (2) Trajectory network, and (3) Classification
network. In the Relativity network, We explore spatial geometry relations of
landmarks at each frame (an ∈ A) based on CurveNet blocks. Then in Tra-
jectory network, we track the movement of each landmark an,l, lth landmark
at nth frame. Finally, We classify the video into label y, spontaneous smiles
or posed smiles, from the relativity and trajectory based landmark features.
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Loss Function: We penalize deviation of network predictions F(A) from
the ground truth yi using Binary Cross Entropy loss.

LBCE = yi logF(A) + (1− yi) log(1−F(A)) (1)

Analysis
• Here we showed complex interplay of relativity and trajectory networks by

visualizing the importance of different landmark locations by calculating
their gradient with respect to the target label. We average the background
face, landmark position, and gradient of the entire UVA-NEMO dataset.

• Using self-attention across both spatial and time dimensions, our final rec-
ommendation in ‘Ours’ combines individual contributions (of spatial and
time) and additionally focuses on the nose and eyes regions.
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Experiments & Results
Datasets: We experiment with four smile datasets. They are UvA-NEMO
dataset, BBC dataset, MMI facial expression dataset, and SPOS dataset. We
provide dataset statistics.

Experimental Setups: We present a comparison between methods (left), as
well as using the same landmark extractor on different models (upper right)
and experiment among diverse groups (lower right).

Ablation Studies & Significance Tests: Different ablation studies were done
based on the model’s architecture (upper left), frame rates (upper right), dif-
ferent landmark extractor (lower right), and significance test was done be-
tween our model and baseline models.
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